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This is a collection of links to all things pyrotechnical on the 
internet. If there are any sites that you like and they are not 
listed here, you can help make this list more complete by 
adding a link yourself.

 

 
Catagories: 

 

ABCPyro - Pyrotechnie.org 
The only French gate on pyrotechny, the fireworks. Post your definitions, 
photographs, your Curriculum vitae, dates of spectacles... A broad range of tools is 
proposed to you in order to share your knowledge pyrotechnics.

Artificiers Associés 
French pyrotechnic club

Bluegrass Pyro Guild 
Kentucky and neighboring states.

British Pyrotechnics Society 
The BPS is the number one resource for pyro enthusiasts in the UK.

Canadian Fireworks Association 
Our mission is to promote the safe and responsible use of both fireworks and 
pyrotechnics in Canada.

Canadian Pyro Guild 

Connecticut Pyrotechnics Association  
Established in 1986.

Crackerjacks 
An active fireworks club in the Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland area.

Dublin University Pyrotechnics Society 
aka, Flamers

Fireworks Magazine Online 
Britain's only periodical for fireworks enthusiasts.

International Pyrotechnics Chat 
IRC: #pyrotechnics Irc.chat4all.org: 6667 Java Applet: http://djc.tts.lt/ Chat with 
pyro's from all over the world.
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Lily Fireworks Factory in Mqabba, Malta 
A well designed website featuring one of the best known fireworks clubs in malta. 
Check out the pictures under the Fireworks Factory section!

Michigan Pyrotechnic Arts Guild 
MPAG was incorporated in January, 1999.

Missouri Pyrotechnics Association  
MoPyro's guild site with news, pictures and projects.

Northern Lighters  
Pyro club in Minnesota. 

Piroart.com 
Not completely sure if this is a club, as the site is all in Spanish. Still some good 
fireworks pictures to look at even if you can't read Spanish.

Pyrotechnic Artists of Texas 
aka, Fire Ants

Pyrotechnics Association of Tampere 
Pyroteekkarit is a club of pyrotechnics enthusiasts that study or work at the 
Tampere University of Technology, Tampere, Finland. 

Pyrotechnics Guild International 
The largest pyrotechnics guild in the world. The PGI convention is held every year 
in August, usually in the Northern US.

R-BP 
Email based group for BP Rocket enthusiasts

Rocky Mountain Pyrotechnics Guild 
Colorado guild page with good links. Great pics of Maltese shells: click pyro-pages, 
then Toni's Irdieden to get to the Maltese picture links.

Skyrockers 
Volunteer organization that performs fireworks shows as a community service in 
the La Crosse, Wisconsin.

Western New York Pyrotechnic Association 
Formed in October of 1992. Nice web page.

Western Pyrotechnics Association 
Home of the Western Winter Blast

Wisconsin Pyrotechnic Arts Guild 
WPAG holds at least four meetings/shoots a year in various locations in Wisconsin.
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